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bstract

An experimental study was carried out on a fuel cell propulsion system for minibus application with the aim to investigate the main issues of
nergy management within the system in dynamic conditions. The fuel cell system (FCS), based on a 20 kW PEM stack, was integrated into the
ower train comprising DC–DC converter, Pb batteries as energy storage systems and asynchronous electric drive of 30 kW. As reference vehicle
minibus for public transportation in historical centres was adopted. A preliminary experimental analysis was conducted on the FCS connected to
resistive load through a DC–DC converter, in order to verify the stack dynamic performance varying its power acceleration from 0.5 kW s−1 to

bout 4 kW s−1. The experiments on the power train were conducted on a test bench able to simulate the vehicle parameters and road characteristics
n specific driving cycles, in particular the European R40 cycle was adopted as reference. The “soft hybrid” configuration, which permitted the
tilization of a minimum size energy storage system and implied the use of FCS mainly in dynamic operation, was compared with the “hard hybrid”
olution, characterized by FCS operation at limited power in stationary conditions. Different control strategies of power flows between fuel cells,
lectric energy storage system and electric drive were adopted in order to verify the two above hybrid approaches during the vehicle mission, in
erms of efficiencies of individual components and of the overall power train.
The FCS was able to support the dynamic requirements typical of R40 cycle, but an increase of air flow rate during the fastest acceleration phases
as necessary, with only a slight reduction of FCS efficiency. The FCS efficiency resulted comprised between 45 and 48%, while the overall power

rain efficiency reached 30% in conditions of constant stack power during the driving cycle.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

It is widely accepted that the climate changes due to green-
ouse effects could be mainly attributed to anthrop activities
ased on the combustion of fossil fuels. The CO2 concentration
n the earth atmosphere progressively increases (today its mean
alue is about 400 ppm) and could reach in few decades a very
angerous value of 700 ppm in the absence of any hindering
ntervention. On the other hand, the conventional oil production
ill peak within 20 years (the natural gas production will peak

0–20 years later), while world energy consumption continues
o grow at 2% per annum [1]. In this context it is strongly justified
he growing interest towards the potential benefits associated to
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he so-called “hydrogen economy”, because a wide diffusion of
ydrogen as energy vector would permit the development of a
lobal energy strategy based on a massive utilization of different
rimary sources including renewable (solar and wind) and/or
uclear [2]. Furthermore, as the transportation sector depends
lmost totally on oil, it seems really urgent to individuate a
id-long-term solution able to guarantee the future mobility

f citizens paying respect to environmental and energy saving
ssues.

Polymeric electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) make really inter-
sting the utilization of hydrogen in the field of transportation
ystems because they are characterized by working conditions
t low temperature, high efficiency, high performances in a wide

orking zone and very good dynamic characteristics [3–5]. In
articular the utilization of PEFC would permit to maintain
he principal advantages of electric vehicles, overcoming their

ain limitations, i.e. very low vehicle range and long time for
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echarging batteries. In particular, the main advantages of a fuel
ell propulsion system are the following:

the PEFC hydrogen fuel cells represent a very efficient energy
conversion system, for this reason they contribute to the real-
ization of very high efficient propulsion systems.
the electrochemical reaction outlets are water, heat and elec-
tric energy, so there are no harmful emissions, which represent
a critical issue for internal combustion engines.
the vehicle autonomy is increased and depends on the quan-
tity of hydrogen stored on board. Actually hydrogen storage
issues represent a critic point in order to practically apply fuel
cell propulsion systems but many promising progresses have
been made in the last years [6,7].
the recharging times can be strongly shorter with respect to
batteries, as they depend on the characteristics of the fuel
storage system.

The current status of the fuel cell technology confirms its
igh potential in terms of efficiency especially for application
n passenger cars [8,9], even if many progresses are required for
educing costs and improving reliability in dynamic conditions.
s a consequence fuel cell vehicles at the present development

tage suffer of high prices and short life times, which make their
ommercialization on wide scale not expectable in few years
10,11].

A fuel cell propulsion system can be developed using the
uel cells as “full power”, without the support of batteries, or in
ybrid configuration, where the storage systems play an impor-
ant role in defining the power management and the fuel cells can
perate with an accurate control of their dynamics [12–14]. A
soft hybrid” configuration permits to minimize the contribution
f storage system with a positive impact on vehicle weight and
ize, while a “hard hybrid” layout increases the energy capacity
nd then the size of storage systems, but reduces the contribu-
ion of fuel cells, which can be chosen with a nominal power
ower than the maximum electric drive power, with significant
dvantages in terms of costs [15,16].

The design of the fuel cell power train and the definition of the
roper control strategies for efficiency optimization require an
nalysis of fuel cell system (FCS) dynamic performance [17,18],
hich has to be carried out in experimental conditions close to

hose encountered in real applications. In particular, the main
ssues to be considered refer to the interaction between air com-
ressor and stack [19], and to purge and humidification strategies
20–22].

The current open scientific literature hardly reports experi-
ental works regarding hybrid fuel cell power trains, especially

n real conditions of a vehicle utilization. Most results have
een obtained in modeling field, regarding both different power
rain components and the overall propulsion system [23–25].
he aim of this work was the experimental characterization of a
0 kW fuel cell power train for minibus applications in dynamic

onditions characteristic of road utilization. In particular the
ropulsion system was powered in hybrid configuration by Pb
atteries and 20 kW PEM stack, and the experimental tests were
arried out on laboratory test bench utilizing the European R40

f
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s
v

ources 181 (2008) 363–370

riving cycle as dynamic load demand. Both soft and hard hybrid
onfigurations were analyzed as function of different load vari-
tion rates, and for each control strategy the efficiencies of the
verall power train and individual sub-systems were evaluated.
he interaction between stack and its auxiliary components in
ynamic conditions was investigated to address the choice of
ybridization level.

. Experimental

A 20 kW PEM stack was integrated with all auxiliary com-
onents necessary to its management. Hydrogen as fuel and
itrogen necessary for cell and hydrogen pipeline purge were
ed by high pressure cylinders (200 bar) of high purity (>99.5%),
hile a pressure reduction stage (7 bar maximum) was installed

t hydrogen inlet. The PEM stack operated in all experimen-
al tests in dead-end configuration, i.e. anodic compartment was

aintained closed and pressurized. A purge electric valve was
nserted at hydrogen line outlet to drain excess of water diffusing
rom cathode to anode side through the polymeric membrane.

A low pressure (below 130 kPa) side channel compressor was
sed for tests. The humidification was realized by flowing air
hrough a bubbler filled with de-ionized water. This was heated
t different temperatures by an electric resistance before feed-
ng the cathode side. Humidification and temperature sensors at
athode inlet permitted air relative humidity to be controlled.
tack temperature was measured by a thermocouple at the out-

et of cathode side. The air flow rate was regulated by acting
n the speed control of the compressor motor controller and
easured by a variable-area flowmeter in order to assure the

ecessary stoichiometric ratio. This is defined as R = Reff/Rstoich
here Reff is the ratio between the air and hydrogen mass flow

ates, while Rstoich is the same ratio as required by the stoichio-
etric equation of H2 oxidation. Two pressure transducers were

ocated upstream the stack to monitor anode and cathode pres-
ure during the experimental runs. Inlet hydrogen pressure was
aintained higher of 30 kPa with respect to inlet air pressure

uring all experimental tests. A water condenser was inserted at
he stack outlets before vent to verify the water balance in the
ystem. The cooling system, adopted to control the temperature
n the range 290–346 K, was constituted by a de-ionized water
ircuit equipped by pump and sensors for pressure, temperatures
nd flow rate. In order to assure an approximately uniform tem-
erature through the cells, a difference not higher than 5 K was
aintained between inlet and outlet cooling water temperatures.
his was achieved by imposing the cooling water flow rate at

he value required by the maximum stack power (4 m3 h−1). A
piral heat exchanger fed with external water was used to control
he cooling water temperature.

The hydrogen purge, external humidification and stack tem-
erature strategies were selected with the criterion of minimizing
he energy consumption of auxiliary components, and were

aintained unvaried during all experiments [26]. Defining the

uel utilization coefficient (ηutil) as ratio between mass of fuel
eacted in the stack and mass of fuel entering the stack, the
elected purge strategy maintained this parameter at the constant
alue of 0.90.
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accelerations phases of 5 A s in terms of current requirements
and maximum power of about 10 kW. The values of air flow rate
were preliminarily regulated in steady state conditions for all
the load range comprised in the test cycle, in order to assure the
P. Corbo et al. / Journal of Po

Regarding stack humidification the inlet air was saturated at
oom temperature (290–300 K), in order to minimize the external
ontribution to the optimal membrane hydration and reduce the
lectric consumption of the humidifier and the purge frequency
19]. As a consequence, the stack temperature was maintained
t about 315 K, in order to avoid membrane dehydration.

A dedicated acquisition system able to monitor and register
he voltage of the individual cells during the different runs was
dopted. A d-Space board was used for acquisition and control
f all signals associated to FCS components (valves, sensors,
ransducers).

An IGBT DC–DC converter of 20 kW was interconnected
etween the fuel cell system and the electric load to adapt the
ariable stack voltage to the load electric voltage. The DC–DC
onverter outlet was firstly connected to a variable resistive load
f maximum 20 kW for the fuel cell characterization, then to
he electric bus of the power train. The DC–DC converter was
quipped with current and voltage sensors to evaluate instan-
aneously the electric power flow between the fuel cell system
nd the electric load or the power train. It was controlled by the
-Space board, which was programmed to follow the desired
tack current reference during the tests.

The test bench for power train characterization was composed
y a 120 kW dynamic electric brake constituted by a three-phase
synchronous machine and appropriate converters, which pro-
ide a bidirectional flow of the energy with respect to the electric
etwork. The power train test bench could be easily reconfig-
red by software for testing different types of vehicles, driving
ycles, rolling resistances and aerodynamic drags.

The 30 kW electric drive for road applications was composed
y an asynchronous machine and an IGBT inverter, both with
ater cooling system. The 6000 rpm maximum motor speed was

educed by means a gear box which only provided the forward
nd reverse gear. A Pb battery pack was used as storage sys-
em, composed by 24 batteries connected in series. Each single
attery was characterized by a nominal voltage of 12 V and an
lectric capacity of 50 Ah. The battery pack was also provided
ith an electric switch for its connection or disconnection to the
ower train.

The electric drive, the DC–DC converter and the Pb battery
ack were equipped with sensors able to monitor all the main
arameters of the electric power train during the tests. All the
nalogic and digital signals were connected to a d-SPACE pro-
otyping system, which integrated The MathWorks’ MATLAB
evelopment tools.

The European R40 driving cycle (Fig. 1) is composed by
hree phases, the first two being characterized by acceleration,
onstant speed and deceleration steps, while the last one presents
wo steps at constant, before returning to zero speed. It was used
n this work to evaluate the performance of the fuel cell power
rain on a typical urban route.
. Results and discussion

A preliminary experimental analysis was carried out on the
CS connected to a variable resistive load through the DC–DC

F
t

Fig. 1. Profile of motor speed vs. time for the European R40 driving cycle.

onverter, which permitted to simulate the instantaneous current
equests of electric drive during the European R40 driving cycle.
he analysis was performed varying the slope of the acceleration
hases (between 5 and 50 A s−1 as stack current requirements),
nd drawing for each condition indications about the dynamic
tack performance from the examination of individual cell volt-
ge during the transient step.

The results derived from this investigation were then utilized
n designing of power train control strategies on the same R40
riving cycle. In particular, experimental tests were conducted
n the test bench varying both dynamics and maximum power
f the test cycle for different hybridization levels between FCS
nd batteries.

.1. Dynamic investigation of the 20 kW FCS on R40 cycle

The first experiment on the FCS connected to the resistive
oad was conducted utilizing as test cycle the R40 simplified
o have just three neat peaks and modified in order to obtain

−1
ig. 2. Stack voltage and current vs. time for dynamic test at 5 A s−1 based on
he R40 cycle.
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ig. 3. Individual cell voltage acquisition during the experiment of Fig. 2 at
= 170 s (240 A).

inimum power consumption of the air compressor compatible
ith satisfactory cell voltages. In particular a compressor control

trategy was adopted to maintain R values equal to 1.8 in the
ange 100–240 A, and to let them drop from 6 to 2 from open
ircuit to 100 A. In Fig. 2 the stack current and voltage measured
uring this test are reported as function of cycle length. The
tack voltage reached the minimum values of 63, 52 and 48 V
n correspondence of three current peaks of 80, 180 and 240 A,
espectively. The R values reproduced the steady state settings
ith minimum R = 1.8, while air flow rate reached 35 m3 h−1

t 240 A. The stack voltage profiles in Fig. 2 are in agreement
ith data of the polarization curve obtained on the same stack,

eported elsewhere [19], suggesting that the dynamic of 5 A s−1

oes not interfere with the regular stack operation, as confirmed
y the analysis of individual cell voltage, shown in Fig. 3 for the
nstant corresponding to 240 A. In particular, it can be noticed
hat most cells showed a voltage close to 0.6 V, while a voltage
ecrease was measured only for the first cell (about 0.4 V) and
n the last group of 20 cells, where values comprised between
.45 and 0.55 V were detected for few cells. As expectable, the
ehaviour of these cells resulted better for all the other current

alues. Since no cell during the test decreased under 0.4 V, the
ata therein reported are a general indication that the dynamic
onsidered is satisfactorily supported by the FCS for the cycle
tilized.

ig. 4. Stack voltage and current vs. time for dynamic test at 10 A s−1 based on
he R40 cycle.

F
5
s
o
a

F
o

ig. 5. Stoichiometric ratio and air flow rate vs. time for the experiment of Fig. 4.

The R40 cycle was then modified to obtain acceleration
hases of 10 A s−1, and another experiment was conducted on
his cycle according to the criterion of minimizing the com-
ressor consumption. The results are reported in Fig. 4, where
tack current and voltage are shown as function of cycle length,
hile R and air flow profiles are plotted in Fig. 5. Only a slight
oltage decrease was observed in correspondence of the main
urrent peaks (130 and 230 A) with respect to steady state val-
es. The compressor control law permitted to obtain R values
nly slightly lower than 1.8 for a short transient time at the end of
cceleration phases, with air flow rate up to 35 m3 h−1 at about
30 A. In fact, Fig. 6, where the individual cell voltage acquisi-
ion is plotted as function of cycle length, evidences a general
light decrease of all cell voltages, with the first one under 0.5 V
lready for the second peak current (130 A) and under 0.4 V in
orrespondence of the highest current peak (230 A). The FCS
ehaviour at 10 A s−1 suggests that at higher current rising rates
he dynamic performance requires some modification in man-
gement strategies. This was confirmed by the experiment of
igs. 7–10, where a simple dynamic current cycle was used with

he same compressor management strategy of the experiment of
ig. 5. This cycle was characterized by an acceleration ramp of

−1
0 A s , a short stationary phase at 220 A and a deceleration
tep at the same rate of acceleration. In Fig. 7 the acquisitions
f the current cycle is reported together with the total stack volt-
ge. This dropped down from 71 to about 45 V at the end of

ig. 6. Individual cell voltage acquisition vs. cycle length during the experiment
f Fig. 4.
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committing to the fuel cell stack the task of generating most
Fig. 7. Stack voltage and current vs. time for dynamic test at 50 A s−1.

he acceleration step, then remained constant during the sta-
ionary phase (5 s), and rose again during the deceleration step.
he R and air flow rate profiles (Fig. 8) evidenced that for the
igh dynamic adopted the compressor working was stressed, in
articular the faster dynamic of this test determined an apprecia-
le effect on the stoichiometric ratio, whose profile decreased
elow 1.5 at the end of the acceleration phase. This behaviour
s further evidenced in Figs. 9 and 10, where the individual cell
oltages are reported as function of cycle length and as histogram
cquired at the instant corresponding to the highest current peak,
espectively. An evident problem of stack malfunctioning was
videnced for several cells, in particular the first one dropped
nder 0.3 V, while other three cells among the last 20 did not
eached 0.4 V. This behaviour was attributed to difficulties of air
ompressor in assuring the necessary stoichiometric ratio values
Fig. 8), and suggested to change the air compressor strategy in
rder to increase R values during the fastest dynamic phases.
igs. 11–14 show the results of a test effected on the R40 cycle
perating at 50 A s−1 during the acceleration phases, but mod-
fied regarding the maximum power, which was limited to the
ptimal power obtainable by the stack in the experimental con-
ition adopted (12 kW with respect to 25 kW required by the

ycle). For this test the air management strategy was modified,
n particular air flow rate was increased in the range 0–200 A.

ig. 8. Stoichiometric ratio and air flow rate vs. time for the experiment of Fig. 7.

e
p
t

F
t

ig. 9. Individual cell voltage acquisition vs. cycle length during the experiment
f Fig. 7.

In Fig. 11 the stack current and voltage are reported as func-
ion of cycle length, while Fig. 12 shows the corresponding R
nd air flow rate values realized with the modified air manage-
ent strategy. The voltage profile resulted acceptable during the

ntire cycle duration, with values never inferior to 47 V, while R
alues did not decreased under 1.8 also during the fastest accel-
ration phases. The analysis of individual cells (Figs. 13 and 14)
onfirmed the benefits of the new air management strategies on
he stack dynamic behaviour, in particular most cells showed a
egular working in the entire load range, while only for some
ells a significant voltage diminution was observed at the end of
he acceleration phases, with a partial voltage recovery during
he stationary phases. No cell dropped under 0.4 V, except for
he first one whose voltage decreased at about 0.3 V, confirming
he trend already observed at 10 A s−1.

.2. Fuel cell power train on R40 cycle

The realization and management of a fuel cell propulsion
ystem for road transport application requires the choice of the
ybridization level between storage system and FCS. In particu-
ar, in a fuel cell power train the batteries can be either minimized
nergy demanded by the load (soft hybrid), or sized in order to
rovide all vehicle dynamic requirements allowing the utiliza-
ion of a smaller FCS (hard hybrid). The main benefit of the

ig. 10. Individual cell voltage acquisition during the experiment of Fig. 7 at
he instant of maximum acceleration (t = 10 s, 220 A).
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ig. 11. Stack voltage and current vs. time for dynamic test at 50 A s−1 based
n the R40 cycle.

oft hybrid option is the minor use of the batteries, which could
ave the minimum capacity necessary to feed the vehicle auxil-
aries, give a limited contribution to peak powers and allow some
nergy economy during regenerative braking. On the other hand,
he hard hybrid solution offers the possibility to limit the cost
f FCS which could also work in optimal reliability conditions
steady state working). In this context the dynamic performance
f the FCS is a further critical aspect to be considered for the
efinition of proper control strategy of the fuel cell power train.

According to considerations exposed in Section 3.1 the exper-
ments on the overall power train were effected varying the
lope of the acceleration phases in the R40 cycle and its max-
mum power demands. All runs were carried out maintaining
he battery SOC at a partial level with respect to nominal battery
apacity during the driving cycle, and recovering braking energy
s much as possible.

The first experiment on the fuel cell power train was
onducted imposing to the R40 cycle an acceleration slope corre-
ponding to the stack current variation profile of Fig. 2 (5 A s−1)
nd air management strategy of Fig. 5 (minimum compressor
onsumption). The results are shown in Fig. 15, where the power

istribution between engine, battery pack and DC–DC converter
s reported versus cycle length. The engine power reaches its
hree maximum values (5, 10 and 15 kW) at the end of the

ig. 12. Stoichiometric ratio and air flow rate vs. time for the experiment of
ig. 11.

t
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c
t

F
t

ig. 13. Individual cell voltage acquisition vs. cycle length during the experi-
ent of Fig. 11.

hree acceleration phases of the R40 cycle, then after the sta-
ionary phases diminishes up to negative power values during
he deceleration phases, when the engine operates as genera-
or. The control strategy adopted for this tests was based on the
ypothesis to utilize the hybrid vehicle as pure electric vehi-
le at the start up and for partial loads, in particular the energy
ows inside the power train were regulated to satisfy the engine
equirements only by batteries up to about half engine maximum
ower. For higher loads the FCS supported the engine demands
ollowing the same dynamic of the cycle, and recharged the bat-
eries (Fig. 15). The results of Section 3.1 guaranteed that no
ynamic limitation could be expected during this experiment.
he batteries were recharged during both deceleration phases

regenerative braking) and stationary phase during which the
CS power overcame the engine demands. The behaviour of
attery power affected its state of charge during the cycle, for a
ingle R40 cycle managed according to Fig. 15 a slight decrease
f battery state of charge (SOC) was observed at the end of the
est (about 0.2%). In Table 1 the efficiencies calculated for the
ower train and its main components on R40 cycle are reported.
he total efficiency of the fuel cell system (ηFCS) was calculated
s the ratio between the power at DC–DC converter input and
he theoretical power associated to the fuel entering the stack.

he DC–DC converter (ηDC) and electrical drive (ηED) efficien-
ies were calculated as ratio between outlet and inlet power of
he devices. Then the total efficiency of the power train (ηPT)

ig. 14. Individual cell voltage acquisition during the experiment of Fig. 11 at
he instant of maximum acceleration (t = 175 s, 230 A).
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ditions of maximum efficiency, as evidenced by data of Table 1.
In particular, the FCS efficiency resulted about 48%, and a signif-
icant increase was observed for the DC–DC converter efficiency,
ig. 15. Power distribution between FCS, electric engine and batteries as func-
ion of cycle length for R40 cycle at 5 A s−1 as stack current variation rate.

n the driving cycle was determined by the following equation,
ssuming battery efficiency of 100% and taking back the final
OC to the initial level [12]:

PT = ηFCSηDCηED

or the test of Fig. 15 an efficiency of 46% was obtained for the
CS, which during the cycle operated mainly in conditions of
artial loads, characterized by high efficiency [26]. For DC–DC
onverter and electric drive efficiencies of 78 and 74% were
valuated, respectively, with an overall efficiency value for the
ower train of about 27%.

Another experiment was performed increasing the slope of
he acceleration phases of the R40 cycle, in order to obtain
urrent variations of 10 A s−1, and maintaining the same air man-
gement strategy of Fig. 15. The results are shown in Fig. 16,
here the power distribution between engine, battery pack and
C–DC converter is reported versus cycle length. For this cycle
different control strategy was adopted, in particular all power

equirements from the electric drive were mainly satisfied by the
CS already at the start up, while the contribution of batteries
as limited to about 30% of the power demands during accel-

ration phases. This strategy was chosen according to the soft
ybrid option, with the aim of minimizing the intervention of
he energy storage devices. The results of Fig. 16 show that the
ynamic behaviour of the fuel cell system permitted the energy
emands from the engine to be instantaneously satisfied by the

tack. The role of batteries in this test was mainly that to allow the
nergy recovery during the regenerative phases, as evidenced by
he negative values reached by battery and engine power curves.
he energy recovered during regenerative braking was evalu-

able 1
fficiency calculation for the 30 kW fuel cell power train on R40 driving cycle

fficiencies (%) Experiment
of Fig. 15

Experiment
of Fig. 16

Experiment
of Fig. 17

FCS 46 45 48

DC 78 77 84

ED 74 74 75

PT 27 26 30
F
t
o

ion of cycle length for R40 cycle at 10 A s−1 as stack current variation rate. Soft
ybrid configuration.

ted and resulted about 15% of the total energy entering into the
lectric drive during the cycle. The data of Table 1 show that
o significant differences were observed in efficiency values for
his test with respect to the experiment of Fig. 15, in particular
n efficiency value of 26% was calculated for the total power
rain.

The hard hybrid configuration was analysed by a test effected
n the cycle R40 designed with slope of acceleration phases
orresponding to stack current variation rate of 50 A s−1, and
maximum power demand of 35 kW. The results are shown in
ig. 17, where engine power requirements, power contribution
f batteries and FCS are reported as function of cycle length
or a sequence of three successive cycles. The FCS operated
s a power levelling source during the entire cycle (5 kW at
he DC–DC converter outlet), while dynamic requirements were
rovided by batteries. With this strategy the FCS worked in con-
ig. 17. Power distribution between FCS, electric engine and batteries as func-
ion of cycle length for three successive R40 cycles at 50 A s−1 and DC–DC
utput power constant at 5 kW (hard hybrid configuration).
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hich raised up to 84% with respect to the values calculated for
he experiments of Figs. 15 and 16, resulting in an overall power
rain efficiency of about 30%.

. Conclusions

The experimental analysis of dynamic performance of a
0 kW fuel cell power train based on 20 kW PEM FCS on
est cycles compatible with automotive applications (European
40 driving cycle) permitted the following final remarks to be
rawn.

Air management strategies affected the cell voltage unifor-
mity and fuel cell system efficiency, in particular the best
compromise between fuel cell system efficiency and dynamic
response in terms of cell voltage uniformity was obtained with
an air management strategy characterized by stoichiometric
ratio values slightly superior to those optimized for steady
state conditions. For stack current variation rates of 50 A s−1,
required by the R40 cycle for the reference vehicle consid-
ered, the air compressor management did not correspond to
the minimum energy consumption condition. In particular, a
FCS efficiency diminution of about 2% on the cycle should
be considered.
The hybridization level (soft or hard hybrid configurations)
slightly affected the efficiency of single sub-systems and
total propulsion system. Passing from soft to hard hybrid
the DC–DC converter efficiency varied from 78 to 84%,
while FCS efficiency increased from 45 to 48%. As a con-
sequence the maximum total power train efficiency resulted
about 30% in hard hybrid configuration, when FCS oper-
ated in steady state conditions at power level corresponding
to its maximum efficiency, but an efficiency not lower than
26% was obtained for the propulsion system in soft hybrid
working.

The indications of this paper suggest that the sizing of a
uel cell power train for minibus applications has to take into
ccount not only efficiency issues, which do not appear determi-
ant in the choice of the hybridization level, but stack durability

nd costs should be carefully considered. In particular, if the
tack dynamic performance resulted suitable for a soft hybrid
pplication, problems connected to stack lifetime should be
nvestigated.
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